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Description of EVENT: 
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Day 1: 
2.Prof. Panil Jain 

A 5-day workshop on the topic "loT with Cloud and MSP432" was started on 4" of July, 

2022 for the students of EXTC Branch. The students were briefly introduced to the field 

of loT, its applications in real life and the importance of C Programming Language and 

how versatile it is and has efficient resource management that makes it ideal for running Time & Place: 
on the small microcontroller devices. It was followed by installing all the required 

softwares like Code Composer Studio (CCS) and dependencies required for getting 

started with MSP432 board. The students built their very first program for the day which 

9:00 am to 4:00 pm 

Xavier Campus, Andheri 
was to blink an onboard LED 

Day 2: 

Department: 
The speaker started the session with the "1" of loT that is by connecting the Board to the 

Internet using WiFi which is the the important part of the whole loT system. He also EXTC 

explained certain terminologies pertaining to the WiFi Technology such as Subnet Mask, 

ShieldiP, Gateway IP, EncryptionType and the ADC. The students also installed the 

No of participants: Energia electronics prototyping platform and Integrated Development Environment and 

used it along with CCS to configure the Wifi module. The speaker also instructed to 

install Node-Red which allowed the students to create a Dashboard for the system. It is 

run via the Windows Command Prompt which starts an application on the LocalHost. 

Where the students created the flow using the nodes in the palette placed one after the 

other and made the connections. 

Day 3: 

Day 3 started by learning about Potentiometer and integrating with the help of WiFi 

which was learnt the day prior where they learned the use of a new Software called as 

PuTTY. PuTTY is an SSH and telnet client, developed originally by Simon Tatham for 

the Windows platfom. PuTTY is open souree sotware that is used to receive the Serial 

data transmitted on the COM Ports. The speaker explained the concept of Analog to 

Digital Converter (ADOC) and how to calibrate the Potentiometer and connect it to the 

MSP432 Board to get the values via the PulT\Y Teminal. The importance of JSON was 



ATghlighted which is used for storing and transporting data.JSON is often used when data is sent from a 

server to a web page. The students with the help of Node-Red programming created a dashboard by 

connecting the nodes in a flow to show the CPU real time data of performance of cach individual core. 

Day 4: 

For this session the students connected the MSP432 Board to their respective Laptops uploaded the 

code and started obtaining the digital readings on the PuTTY Terminal on their specific COM Ports and 

then obtained the corresponding Analog Voltages on the Multimeter in the Excel Sheet to obtain the 

slope and both intereepts. The boards connected to the WiFi and the students obtained 30 readings from 

the least to max value using potentiometer and obtained data to perform Regression on the data entered 

in Excel spreadshcet. By calculating the Slope and the intercepts the respective values were fed into the 

code to get accurate values using regression. The students also carmed about FRED, MQTT Brokers 

and Subscribers and then sent and received messages. 

Day 5: 

It was the last day of the workshop where all the knowledge that the students had learnt in the past few 

days was tested. A fter writing and building the code they started the PuTTY Terminal to connect to the 

WiFi Hotspot and linked it with the FRED to create a dashboard wherein they displayed views likeA 

Switch to Toggle the MSP432's onboard LED, a Textview to display the board 's name and showcased 
values like Voltage on the Port 4 Pin 7 using the gauge and the graph of how the values change over 

time. The sludents also verificd the voltage values on the Dashboard with the actual readings obtained 

on the MSP432'% Pins. To end, the spcaker took a s1nall test based on the topics he had taught in the 

past 5 days to assess how much the students understood and how they applied their knowledge. Based 

on that a Google form was shared with the students. The speaker gave the time of Ihr to solve 60 
MCQ's. After completion he also shared a feedback form based on the entire workshop and tooka 

photograph along with the students and also selected 2 students for the feedback video on the entire 

workshop. 

Conclusion of the Session: 

The students got a hands on experience on the MSP432 Boards and got to learn about the various 

technologics that are available in the market that can be used by the students to their advantage. They 

Iearnt about technologies like Node-Red. Energia. Pu'TTY, wrote various programs using the C 

Programming lLanguage and also implemented the ADC functionality on MSP432 Board using 

Node-Red. The students also learmed the importance of loT in today's industry 
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Qucstions 

H teps se frre ns1) bt AD 

O 

oe f the sbee 

Ctar seleete 

Which of the following in true 

Whena JavaSeript ebject arrives at a node R is available ueing a variable called msg The mest impertat data within the otbyect is usualy the paylo ad property of the object 

When a Javaaerpt object armives at a nede it it availiable using9a variable called oyloed The most mpertamt data within the otiject s uuty the ms9 property of the obect 

ear seection 

MOTT is a 

OPublisher Subscriber protocol 

OPeer to peer protocol 

OClient server protocol 

Clear selection 

DHCP server is used to 

O 5sue same IP addresses alweys 

issue unique IP sddresses and automaticaly configure other network information 

O ssue MAC addresses 

ONone ot the options 

Clear selection 

Whenever there is no node available to achieve a desired functionality you 
node to create that functionality you desire. may use the 

Functon 

Switch 

O inject 

O Change 

Clear selection 



Whenever a flow is modified a bhe crcle appears on the nodes that are 
modified This conveys to the uners that the changes are not deployed to 

the server The user has to deploy every time a change is made by clicking 

the Deploy button. 

O False 

O True 

f the analog voltage range needs to be from 0 to 3.3V and Vref 3.3V.then 2 pom 

the voltage step size for a 12bit ADC is 

None of the above 

O 8mv 

0.8mV 

O 15.6mv 

O 1.56mv 

Clear selection 

Select the basic network topologies point 

Client server 

Peer to peer 

Cloud 

Select the correct server IP address of the eclipse broker poant 

O198.41.30.241 

O198.30.41.241 

Clear selection 



SSID stands tor 
point 

Service set identifiers(Name of the WiFi network) 

Service set identifiers(encryption of the WIFi network) 

Service set identifiers(Number of the WiFi networks) 

Clear selection 

Protocol suite is a collection of protocols that are designed to work 
together 

True 

To start a section which symbol is used 
poni 

O 

O 

Clear selection 

Select all the correct options 2 ponts 

U Tepics connect the publisher and the subscriber. 

The publisher can choose any topic name. 

U Topic names are case sensitive. They can include space characters. 

When a message is published on a topic, it is distributed by the broker to connected 
clients that have subscribed to the topic 

Topic names are case insensitive. They can include space characters 



JSON is a syntax for 
1 point 

storing and exchanging data. 

exchanging data. 

storing data 

slorng and exchanging data and formattng data 

Clear selection 

f Vref=2.5V and analog input voltage Vin = 1.7V then the digital output for 2point 
an 8-bit ADC is 

O 10101010 

O 11111111 

10010011 

None of the abowe 

Clear selectior 

TCP and UDP is found in which layer of the TCPIP protocol point 

O Internet 

O Application 

OLink 

OTransport 

Clear selection 



What s a protoco? 

Set of rules on how computers talk to each other ora retwore 

Set of rules on hon computers are confiqured for use on the internet 

Set of rules for ioT communication using cloud 

OSet of rules for arranging the protocol stacks 

Clear selection 

Which of the statements are true in JSON 2 poit 

Data is n rame'va ue pairs 

ata is seperated bv omTs 

Curly braces hoid oberts 

Squere brackets hold arays 

Curly braces hold arrays 

Square brackets hold cbjects 

The name of the template language used is 

IsON 

Va si3szhe 

Name/value 

Clear selection 



ARP 

translates an 1P addrens to a MAC address 

translates a MAC to a physical address 

O translates a MAC address to an 1P sddress 

translates a machine 1P address to a server IP address 

Claar selection 

On a local machine Node RED runs at port puint 

O 1183 

O1893 

1833 

18833 

Clear selection 

Multiple rodes when conected together in Noxde-Red forms 

none of the zbcve 

flows 

pragrams 

O applicetion 

CHear selection 



polint http input node has to be used along with the http output node 

True 

OFalse 
Clear selection 

Ipoint How many layers does a TCPMIP protocol suite have? 

O7 

O 
Clear selection 

The callbeck function is used to show recelved messages 

OTrue 

O False 

Clear selection 



In JSON, values must be one of the following data types 2 points 

a strimg 
a number(can be integer or floating type) 

an object (JSON object) 

an aay 
a boolean 
Nu 

loat 

The time taken to convert an anaiog vehue to a digital value in a SAR 

conversion method is fixed. 

OFaise 
Statement is ridiculous 

OTrue 

T erd a seTtion w SyTiboi is usOd 

O 

O 

Clear selkection 



Which is a connection orlented protocol? 

TCPIP 
O DP 

lear selection 

Node-RED isa browser based editor 

O a stand alane 1DE 

O False 

OTrue 

Clear selection 

Which is true? 1poinst 

sJN I iang iaoe indeserdetmer iiedire cioud 

JSON Is language independent 

O JsON is language dependent 

Clear selection 

Is the following true in MOTT:When the deta is published against a topic 
the subecriber of the topic recelves the ocopy of the message. 

OYes 

O NO 

Cear selection 



the fokowing true in MOTT.In po ub communication, there is a brçker in the middie. The sender. publishes data to the broker against a topic. The 
sender is not aware of who ls going to consume the data. Anybody ho ls 
interested in receiving the data has to subscribe to that topic. 

Yes 
O No 

The technique used for calibrating the Potentiometer was 

Mean 

Linear regression 

Non-Einear regression 

What is loT? 

The Internet of Things {leT) is the netwoek of prysiral otyects aore2sed through the 

Ttemet 

The Int et of Thngs (itTiis *he vetwe-k af pærfarmarce inie"sive computers 

:cesed tntaugh the inietnet 

The Internet ol Thngs (loT} is thc network af mraile phones acoessed threugh the 
O tamet 

None af the above 

Cier selection 



aJsonObject "root aJson.createObject0: 

details-aJson.createObject(); 
aJson.additemToObject(root,'details.details); 

aJson.addStringToObject(details."name"."Aditya"); 
aJson.addNumberToObject(details, "Age".9); The given code above will 
build which of the following JSON string 

aJsonObject point 

details":("Name" Aditya""Age".9}} 

O ("Name": "Aditya". Age":9)) 

O (Namefdetails": "Aditya" "Age":9) 

Clear selection 

2 points The design principles of MOTT are 

to mnimise network bandwidth and device resource requirements whilst also 

attempt ng to ensure re'iab lity and some degree of assurance of delivery O 
toiaxIse ne'wo1* bandwCh arnd rurinise dev ce tesCLICe requIrerments whilst 

aisu allernpuny lo ensure reliabilily and some degree ofl assurance of delivery 

to maximise network bandwidth and device resource requirements whilst 

compromising delivery 

to minimise network bandwidth and device resource requirements whilst 

compromising relablity andensuring some degree of assurance of delivery 

Node-RED is 2 pointa 

a powerful tool for bulding loT applications. It is a visua' programmung larnguage with 

predef ned programmng blocks called 'nodes 

a Dowerui tool tor Duldingol applica!ions i1 1S a programming ianguage which 

eqiresnodes cred'ed by tie user 

Clear selection 



To say that a section does not exist the symbol used is 
pot 

O 

Os 
O 
O 

You can control or customize the behavior of the node by adding 2 points 

properties to the objects that are sent to the node. 

Depends on the node being configured 

Which of the following port configurations are reserved with IANA for 

MOTT purposes 
1 paint 

1183 and 8883 

1883 and 8883 

1833 and 8833 

1993 and 8333 

The template node allows you to create the content that you want to return 1 point 

to the sender, but mark place holders where you want data to be inserted. 

OFalse 

True 

Cant say 



Starting from top to bottom:Name the layers in in a TCPIP protocol 1 pont 

Application, Network.Internet, Link 

Application, Transport, Internet Link 

Application,Internet,Transport.Link 

Applcation, nternet,Network,Link 

Which node routes messages to the output based on their property 2pS 

values. 

Fuction 

Switeh 

OChange 

Inject 

pairt 

Tne given JsON evaluates to JavaScript objects ("name": "Noddy"] 

O True 

OFalse 

JSON stands for 
pant 

Java Script Object Notation 

Java Script Object Node 

Java Scheiras Obect Notat on 

Java Scpt Object Nomenclature 



MOTT stands for 
po 

Message Queuing Telemetry Transport 

Message Queuing Transport Telemetry 

OMessage Queuing Transfer Telemetry 

Message Queuing Transfer Transport 

pont In MSP 432 the ADC module function is 

Secondary module function 

O Tertiary modu e furctien 

Defauit 

OPrimary module function 

1 point 

A red coloured triangle on a node signifies incomplete or erroneous node 

configuration 

O false 

Otrue 



Kesults 

Above 90 percentile 

Name Marks Percentile 
PRACHET JAYPRAKASH SAUL 

43/60 100 

HARSHDA BHATU KHAIRNAR 
42/60 97.67 

AKASH PRAKASH CHINTAKINDI 
42/60 97. 7.67 

SUDESH KISHOR MANJREKAR 42/60 97.67 

ROHIT GIRISH SHEMBEKAR 42/60 97.67 

AISHWARYA RAVINDRA SHENVI 41/60 95.34 

95.34 
PRAJAKTA RAMESH DAGADE 41/60 

93.02 
DHRUVIL VINESH TAILOR 40/60 

90.69 
NISHANTH DNYANESHWAR PATIL 39/60 

90.69 
OMKAR DEEPAK WADKAR 39/60 

90.69 
ATHARVA AMOD KHADYE 39/60 

Above 80 percentile 

Name Marks Percentile 

KALPESH SHANTARAM TAMHANKAR 38/60 88.37 

MANDAR SANJU BAVDANE 38/60 88.37 

RISHABH JAIPRAKASH TIWARI 37/60 86.04 

NEERAV DESAI 36/60 83.72 

TANMAY SUHAS GOKARN 36/60 83.72 



Above 70 percentile 

Name Marks Percentile 

79.06 MOHIT RAJENDRA PATIL 34/60 
79.0 .06 

AHSAAS VIMAL SRIVASTAVA 34/60 

79.06 
PIYUSH SUNIL KHATPE 34/60 

79.06 
34/60 SHRIPAD KRISHNA GAIKWAD 

79.06 
34/60 JYOTIRMAY UMESH PATIL 

76.74 

33/60 VEDANGI RAJESH SAWANT 

74.41 
32/60 SAHIL VIJAY PAWAR 
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